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DESCRIPTION
A uniformly distributed fiberglass mesh consisting of continuous 
fiberglass threads woven perpendicular to one another and coated with 
a polymeric binder. The large mesh openings improve saturation and 
penetration of the adhesive. Its high tensile strength and light weight 
help ensure long-term resistance against thermal and physical stresses. 
Roll size is 4 in. × 100 ft.

USES
This premium resin-coated fiberglass mesh fabric reinforces repairs to 
metal roofing seams and to repairs of flashings and around vent pipes 
and skylights. Its 20x10 weave pattern helps ensure superior wetting 
of the adhesive and adds increased tensile strength to demanding 
repairs. The fiberglass backbone provides durability and resistance to 
deterioration caused by mold, algae, and weathering.

PRECAUTIONS
Store in a cool, dry place away from heat and corrosion sources. 

CERTIFICATIONS
ASTM D 1668 Type III 
Federal Specification HH-C-466b

PRODUCT NUMBER

30001350

TAMHSTAR 
WHITE MESH

PRODUCT DATA

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
  TEST METhOD RESULT

Weight, oz./sq. yd D3776 1.6

Tensile Strength, lbf/in. width   
 warp D146 75
 fill D146 75

Thread Count
 warp D3775 20
 fill D3775 10

APPLICATION

Apply a layer of adhesive or cement approximately 4 inches beyond the area to be repaired. Using a utility knife or scissor, cut a 
sufficient length of fiberglass fabric to cover the repair. Embed the reinforcing fabric into the adhesive, using sufficient pressure 
to thoroughly wet the fabric strands and to conform the fabric to the surface. Do not allow the fabric to bridge the surface.  
Apply another layer of cement to the repair and allow to cure prior to surface coating.


